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SSA Congress 2013

The 2013 Swiss Sociological Association Conference is organized by the Institute for Sociology at the University of Bern. The conference theme is “Inequality and Integration in Times of Crisis”. Inequality and integration are central problems in our society and challenges of the beginning of the 21st century suggest that they will remain central concerns in the foreseeable future. The conference will address the chances and risks associated with recent social challenges and changes, through diverse contributions from researchers.

In the three days from June 26th through 28th over 400 researchers from various countries will present their research, illustrating various theoretical perspectives and diverse empirical work, in 21 plenary sessions (66 presentations) and 61 parallel sessions (289 presentations). Additional keynote speakers include: Serge Paugman, Trond Petersen, Jutta Allmendinger, and Richard Swedberg.

Detailed information regarding the keynotes, plenary, parallel, and poster sessions can be found on the conference website: www.sgs-kongress2013.unibe.ch

Registration deadline: June 14, 2013 (Registration is available on the conference website)
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